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Interatomic Coulombic decay (ICD) is an ultrafast non-radiative electronic decay process wherein an

excited atom transfers its excess energy to a neighboring species leading to the ionization of the latter.

In helium clusters, ICD can take place, for example, after simultaneous ionization and excitation of one

helium atom within the cluster. After ICD, two helium ions are created and the system undergoes a

Coulomb explosion. In this work, we investigate theoretically ICD in small helium clusters containing

between two and seven atoms and compare our findings to two sets of coincidence measurements on

clusters of different mean sizes. We provide a prediction on the lifetime of the excited dimer and show

that ICD is faster for larger clusters. This is due to (i) the increased number of neighboring atoms (and

therefore the number of decay channels) and (ii) the substantial decrease of the interatomic distances. In

order to provide more details on the decay dynamics, we report on the kinetic-energy distributions of

the helium ions. These distributions clearly show that the ions may undergo charge exchange with the

neutral atoms within the cluster, such process is known as frustrated Coulomb explosion. The

probability for these charge-exchange processes increases with the size of the clusters and is reflected

in our calculated and measured kinetic-energy distributions. These distributions are therefore

characteristics of the size distribution of small helium clusters.

I. Introduction

Interatomic Coulombic decay (ICD) is an ultrafast non-radiative
electronic decay process wherein an excited atom transfers its
excess energy to a neighboring entity, ionizing it.1–3 This
general phenomenon has been investigated in a variety of
systems, see ref. 4–6 for recent reviews and ref. 7 for a complete
list of publications reporting ICD studies.

In this work, we present experimental and theoretical results
of a detailed study on ICD in small helium clusters. In these
systems, ICD can take place after simultaneous ionization and
excitation of one helium atom within the cluster (e.g., via
photon-induced shake-up ionization). The excited ion transfers

its excess energy to another helium atom, which is ionized as a
result. After the energy transfer, the two ions repel each other
due to Coulomb repulsion, which triggers—depending on the
cluster size—more or less complex breakup processes of the
cluster. A general equation for ICD in clusters containing m
helium atoms is:

Hem �!
hn

Heðm�1Þ �Heþ�ðn‘; n4 1Þ þ eph
�

��!ICD Heðm�2Þ þHeþ þHeþ þ e� þ eICD
�:

(1)

Here, eph
� is the photoelectron and eICD

� is the ICD electron.
Extensive studies on ICD in the helium dimer8–11 showed

that the two helium atoms within the dimer can exchange
energy over large distances, up to 14 Å. Furthermore, it was
demonstrated that the distributions of the kinetic energy
released by the two ions (so-called KER spectrum) reflect the
nodal structures of the involved excited dimer cation vibra-
tional wave functions, implying that ICD is slower than the
vibrational motion in the decaying states. Time-resolved stu-
dies of the KER spectra confirmed the nuclear motion preced-
ing ICD.10,11 ICD in a helium trimer was recently used to
investigate the so-called frustrated Coulomb explosion of
loosely bound matter.12 It was shown that the helium ions,
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formed after ICD, can undergo charge exchange with the
neutral atoms of the clusters, leading to the ejection of a fast
neutral atom and a slow ion. Moreover, recent works on ICD in
helium nanodroplets13,14 also reported that helium ions can
lose a significant amount of kinetic energy compared to the
dimer case. This energy loss was explained in ref. 13 with a
billiard-like collision scenario between one helium ion and
another helium atom within the droplet. Other mechanisms
are discussed in ref. 14, depending on whether ICD takes place
at the surface or in the bulk of the nanodroplets.

By combining a semi-classical method15 with a diatomics-in-
molecules approach (DIM),16–20 we give the first complete
theoretical description of the ICD process and the subsequent
fragmentation of helium clusters containing up to seven atoms.
We report here on the ICD lifetime and the asymptotic kinetic-
energy distributions of the two helium ions for these clusters.
We discuss in detail the charge-exchange mechanism between
the helium ions and the neighboring neutral atoms in the
course of the Coulomb explosion (i.e., after ICD). In the systems
investigated here, this mechanism is the dominant one to
create slow ions. Furthermore, we demonstrate that signatures
of these processes can be clearly obtained in several experi-
mental observables, as our theoretical findings are supported
by corresponding measurements. These have been performed
at beamline UE112_PGM-1 of the BESSY II synchrotron (Berlin,
Germany).21

The outline of the article is the following: the theoretical
approach and computational details are described in Section II
and details on the experimental setup and the measurements
are given in Section III. We then discuss in Section IV the
results obtained for the ICD lifetime and the kinetic energy of
the ions for helium clusters containing up to seven atoms. We
discuss the latter observables with respect to the size of the
clusters. The conclusion in Section V summarizes the main
ideas and opens up a road map towards the study of larger
clusters.

II. Computational methods

We used a semi-classical approach combining a classical
description of the nuclear motion with quantum electronic-
structure calculations.15 The nuclear quantum wave packet is
replaced by a swarm of classical trajectories. The initial condi-
tions are chosen to reproduce the spatial quantum probability
distributions, the initial momenta are neglected. We assume
that the decaying states are uniformly populated. The trajec-
tories are thus started on the potential energy surface (PES) of
one of the ionized-excited electronic states, chosen randomly.
The probability to decay to the final state f is given by the decay
rate times the time step:

pdecay = GfDt. (2)

The decay probabilities are compared to random numbers
uniformly chosen between 0 and 1. If one of the probabilities
is larger than the random number, the system decays and the

trajectory is further propagated on the PES of the corres-
ponding final state. The same test is applied for the radiative
decay, with a lifetime of 100 ps.22 Trajectories that decay
radiatively are no further investigated. The population in the
decaying states at time t is defined as the number of trajectories
still in the decaying states at that time, divided by the total
number of trajectories in the simulation.

The PES and decay rates are calculated within the DIM
approach. The DIM approach has been widely used to compute
the electronic energies of rare-gas clusters18,23,24 and has
recently been adapted to the calculation of ICD rates.16 The
DIM approach is a configuration interaction (CI) technique,
which uses potential energy curves of each pair of atoms within
the cluster to build the CI matrix. Similarly, the decay rates of
the whole cluster are obtained from the decay rates of each pair
of atoms in the system. In this work, we focus on the electronic
states corresponding to simultaneous ionization and excitation
to He+*(2p). Within the DIM approach and if the off-diagonal
terms are neglected, the ICD rates for a given electronic state
are given by the sum of the rates for each pair of atoms
(forming the corresponding molecular states) within the clus-
ter. The rates of He–He+*(2s) states are small.9,12 The states
corresponding to He(m�1)–He+*(2s) were therefore neglected as
they are expected to contribute less to ICD. The necessary input
data were taken from the literature: the He2

+*(2p) potential
energy curves and ICD rates were interpolated from ref. 25,
the He2

+(1s�1) curves were taken from ref. 26, and the He2

potential has been described with Tang’s potential.27 We used a
Coulomb potential to represent the He+–He+ interaction, as this
approximation is valid for all ICD-relevant distances.25

The initial nuclear geometries were chosen in order to
reproduce the spatial quantum nuclear probability-density dis-
tribution. We used the quantum Monte Carlo wave function
reported in ref. 28, where the wave functions for helium
clusters up to 7 atoms are provided. We, therefore, limit our
investigation to such size. For all cluster sizes, we generated
10 000 geometries by using a Monte Carlo Metropolis sampling.
For each of those geometries, the nuclei are propagated using a
Verlet’s algorithm with a time step of 5 a.u. As mentioned
above, the excited state populated after the ionization–excita-
tion step is chosen randomly. During the dynamics, the popu-
lated electronic state at time t + Dt is chosen such that the
corresponding electronic wave function has the maximum
overlap with the wave function of the populated electronic state
at t. This naturally enables charge–transfer processes during
the dynamics while conserving the total energy. In the DIM
approach, the charge may be delocalized between two atoms
that are far apart if they are symmetrically equivalent. This
raises a problem with the maximum-overlap algorithm
described above as it can enable unphysical, long-distance
charge–transfer processes. In order to avoid them, we added
an arbitrary condition stating that the wave function at t + Dt is
chosen such that the overlap with the wave function at t or at
t � Dt is at least 0.7. If this condition is not met, the trajectory
remains in the same adiabatic electronic state. The trajectories
in the final states are propagated for 2 ps. During the
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propagation, we perform a Mulliken population analysis on the
DIM eigenvectors to obtain the charge of each atom. In the
following, we focus on the ICD processes that lead to two
atomic ions. In order to remove larger ionic fragments from
the analysis, only trajectories where two ions have a charge of
0.7 e or more are taken into account. This rejects 7% of the
trajectories in the case of He7 and less for the smaller
cluster sizes.

Our method neglects nuclear quantum effects (e.g., zero-
point energy29 or exchange effects). However, it aims at describ-
ing the energy distributions of fragments due to Coulomb
explosion. These fragments have in general high kinetic energy,
the nuclear quantum effects are therefore expected to have a
small contribution. More details on the semiclassical method
can be found in ref. 12 and 15. The DIM approach for comput-
ing the decay rates is reported in ref. 16.

III. Experiment

The experiments were carried out at the XUV beamline
UE112_PGM-1 of the synchrotron BESSY II at Helmholtz-
Zentrum Berlin in Germany21 in the single-bunch timing mode
with a bunch spacing of 800 ns. We used linear horizontally
polarized photons of 65.505 eV photon energy generated by the
beamline’s elliptical undulator. We employed cold target recoil
ion momentum spectroscopy, i.e., a COLTRIMS reaction
microscope30–32 for our studies. The helium clusters were
produced in a supersonic gas jet, which passed two skimmers
of 300 mm diameter each before being crossed with the photon
beam at right angle. By changing the He stagnation pressure,
the condensation properties of the supersonic expansion can
be adjusted such that apart from monomers the condensed
part of the gas jet contains mainly a certain cluster size. We
used a gas nozzle of 5 mm diameter cooled down to 8 K and
driving pressures of 1.7 bar to produce He3–5 clusters and
2.2 bar to produce He6–9 clusters, respectively, and achieved a
fraction of about 1% clusters in the otherwise uncondensed
atomic supersonic gas jet. These cluster-source settings were
predetermined in preparatory measurements making use of
matter wave diffraction. In these measurements, we employed a
100 nm transmission grating installed in the path of the gas jet
in order to select the clusters from the condensed gas
beam.33–37 As all clusters have the same velocity, they can be
sorted by mass because their diffraction angle behind the
transmission grating depends on their de Broglie wavelength.
This allowed for a characterization of the cluster beam and for
determining appropriate source settings for the measurements
presented in this article.

The ion arm of the COLTRIMS spectrometer consisted of a
4 cm long acceleration region, the electron arm of 6 cm
acceleration and 12 cm field-free drift region, i.e., Wiley-
McLaren time-of-flight focusing geometry.38 Both arms were
equipped with a microchannel-plate detector of active areas of
120 mm diameter for the ion detector and 80 mm diameter for
the electron detector and with hexagonal delay-line position

readout.39,40 Electrons and ions were guided by a homogeneous
electric field of 3.05 V cm�1 onto the two time- and position-
sensitive detectors. The electric-field strength was selected such
that 4p sr collection solid angle for electrons and ions has been
achieved for electrons up to 0.5 eV kinetic energy and molecular
fragmentation in He+/He+ pairs with a KER up to 9.5 eV. From
the times-of-flight and the positions-of-impact, the three-
dimensional momentum vectors of all charged fragments of
the photoreaction were retrieved as well as derived quantities,
e.g., kinetic energies and emission angles. By measuring the
momenta of the ionic fragments and the low-energy electrons
in coincidence, reactions of clusters in which ICD occurred
were discriminated from He monomer reactions.

IV. Results and discussion
A. Lifetime

Fig. 1 shows the calculated population in the ionized-excited
states as functions of time for different cluster sizes. For all
clusters from He3 to He7, the decay is complete in a few ps. For
the dimer, the decay is much slower: a complete depopulation
is achieved after about 100 ps. On such a long time scale,
the IC-decay is in competition with radiative decay of
Hen

+*(n = 2).22 The reason for this is the large mean nuclear
distance in He2 of around 52 Å.34,36 The interaction potential at
such distances is so weak that the nuclear motion is virtually
frozen, and the radiative decay is dominant. Only trajectories
starting at interatomic distances smaller than about 12 Å
undergo ICD. Over all trajectories for the dimer, 70% decay
radiatively. It should be noted that the decay of the helium
dimer via ICD, as shown in Fig. 1, is in good agreement with
what has been measured experimentally by Trinter et al.11

(not shown).
We define the half-life (t1/2) as the time required for the

population in the decaying states to decrease by 50%. The half-
life is given in Table 1 for the different cluster sizes. As can be
seen, ICD is faster when the number of atoms within the cluster
increases because more decay channels are open. However, the

Fig. 1 Calculated population of the ionized-excited states for He2 to He7

as a function of time after the ionization-excitation of one helium atom
within the cluster.
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number of neighboring atoms alone cannot explain the fast
increase of the decay rate. For example, in the pentamer an
excited helium ion has twice more neighboring atoms than in
the trimer while the half-life is reduced by a factor of about 3.5.
Additionally, the longevity of the dimer is orders of magnitude
larger than that of the other cluster sizes. This discrepancy is
explained by the significant changes in the quantum nuclear
wave functions as the size of the clusters grows. The mean
internuclear distance dramatically shrinks when more atoms
are introduced, from more than 50 Å for He2 to 7.0 Å for He7

(approaching the established value of about 2.0–2.5 Å for liquid
helium41), as seen in Table 1. We note that clusters containing
between five and seven atoms do have a similar mean distance.
In this case, the half-life is roughly proportional to the number
of neighbors, 1/(N � 1).

B. Ion–ion coincidence spectra

The kinetic energy of the ions contains information on the
nuclear dynamics of both the excited state and the Coulomb
explosion process. Particularly, detailed information can be
extracted from the coincidence spectrum of the kinetic energies
for the two ions in the final state. For example, with this
spectrum an asymmetric Coulomb explosion, i.e., processes
with very different energy of the two ions can be directly
identified. In Fig. 2, we show the ion–ion coincidence spectra
for He4 (left panels) and He7 (right panels) obtained from our
calculations. In Fig. 3, we report the measured spectra for a
mean cluster size of 3–5 atoms [panel (a)] and 6–9 atoms [panel
(b)]. A good agreement between experiments and theory is seen.
The total coincidence spectra exhibit an intense diagonal
feature. This corresponds to a symmetric, dimer-like Coulomb
explosion where the two ions acquire the same amount of
kinetic energy. Moreover, a non-diagonal feature is also
observed, especially along the x and y axes, where one ion is
fast while the other one is slow. The intensity of this part
increases with the number of atoms. Its presence can only be
explained by some kind of collision with the neutral atoms
within the cluster.

The presence of slow ions after ICD-triggered Coulomb
explosion of small helium clusters and in nanodroplets has
been experimentally reported in ref. 12–14, respectively. In ref.
13, a simple model where one of the ions undergoes an elastic
collision with a surrounding neutral atom is employed to
explain this observation. However, we found that this model
fails at reproducing quantitatively the intensity of the non-
diagonal part reported in Fig. 2 (i.e., for the small helium
clusters considered here). There is a slightly tilted feature [most
prominently visible in the measured energy maps, noted by A in
Fig. 3(a) and (b)], which is located at an energy of approximately

4–5 eV of one of the ions and a broad range of energies of
the other one. As demonstrated earlier,12 this feature can be

Table 1 Half-life and mean pair distance for the different cluster sizes

N 2 3 4 5 6 7

t1/2 (ps) 38 1.1 0.60 0.32 0.28 0.23
hri (Å) 56.9 9.2 8.2 7.2 7.2 7.0

Fig. 2 Theoretical results for He4 (left column) and He7 (right column).
The trajectories are filtered with different criteria. Panels (a) and (b): all
trajectories; panels (c) and (d): trajectories undergoing 0 charge transfer;
panels (e) and (f): trajectories undergoing 1 charge transfer; panels (g) and
(h): trajectories undergoing 2 charge transfers (only charge transfers from
the two initial ions are counted). The color scale is given in %.

Fig. 3 Experimental results for a mean cluster size of 3–5 atoms [panel
(a)] and 6–9 atoms [panel (b)]. The color scale is given in %. The slightly
tilted feature noted by A can be attributed to a single, binary collision
between one of the ionic fragments with a neutral atom during the
Coulomb explosion.
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attributed to a single, binary collision between one of the ionic
fragments with a neutral atom during the Coulomb explosion.

An analysis of our classical trajectories shows that a second,
alternative mechanism takes place, involving a charge transfer
between a (fast) helium ion and a (slow) neutral helium atom
(see also ref. 12). In order to highlight the importance of these
charge-transfer processes, we show in the second row of Fig. 2
the calculated coincidence spectra filtered only on trajectories
where no charge transfer takes place. The spectra exhibit
merely a single diagonal feature, except for some sparse points
in the non-diagonal part corresponding to a few elastic colli-
sions. For He4, 8% of the trajectories without charge transfer
exhibit an elastic collision. This corresponds to 4% of all
trajectories. For He7, these values are 17% and 2%, respectively:
even though the probability of an elastic collision is higher
when there are more neighbors, the percentage of charge
transfer is so high (about 90%) that only 2% of the trajectories
exhibit an elastic collision and no charge transfer. In the third
row, we show trajectories where one ion transfers its charge
during the Coulomb explosion. Before the charge transfer, the
ion is accelerated due to Coulomb repulsion, while the neutral
atom is almost immobile. The charge is transferred with only
little kinetic-energy exchange, resulting in one slow ion and one
fast neutral atom. The system thus ends up with a fast-slow ion
pair, hence the non-diagonal part along the axes of the coin-
cidence spectra. After the charge transfer, the fast and slow ions
start repelling each other. Momentum conservation implies
that during this repulsion the faster ion receives more of the
available energy. This is why in the charge-transfer scenarios,
some ions have around 6 eV, while this value is capped at 5 eV
for trajectories without charge transfer. Naturally, what can
happen to one ion may happen to both of them. The lowest row
of Fig. 2 shows events where both ions transfer their charge at
some point during the Coulomb explosion. This results in
trajectories with two slow ions, the majority of them having a
kinetic energy of 2 eV or less.

The total coincidence spectra may thus be divided in four
parts, which are almost non-overlapping: a diagonal part
corresponding to trajectories with no charge transfer; a non-
diagonal part with one fast and one slow ion, corresponding to
trajectories with one charge transfer; a wide low-energy
part corresponding to trajectories where both ions transferred
their charges; and a further non-diagonal part belonging to
binary collisions (without charge transfer, more prominently
visible in the experimental data) located at approximately
4–5 eV kinetic energy of one of the two ions.

As the number of atoms in the clusters increases, the
number of charge-transfer processes increases. Results from
our simulations for clusters with sizes from two to seven atoms
are shown in Table 2. Charge-transfer processes are obviously
impossible in the dimer case. In some rare occurrences, the two
ions of the helium trimer may undergo charge transfer. For
clusters containing four atoms or more, the majority of trajec-
tories undergo at least one charge exchange.

The counts along the diagonal line in the experimental
coincidence spectra can be compared to the total counts.

The ratio of the two gives about 0.6 for the mean cluster size
of 3–5 atoms and 0.4 for 6–9 atoms. Our calculations predict
slightly smaller ratios: our simulations show that charge trans-
fer can take place at distances of up to 5 Å between the two
helium atoms. Our DIM approach might overestimate the
range of distances for which charge-transfer processes occur.
The theoretical branching ratio of the charge-transfer processes
would then be overestimated as well, which would explain the
slight disagreement between our experiments and theory. We,
nevertheless, expect the charge-transfer processes to be very
efficient and the trend predicted by the DIM approach with
respect to the cluster size to be correct.

C. KER and single-ion kinetic-energy spectra

Even though the coincidence spectra contain all the information
regarding the kinetic-energy distribution of the ions after the
Coulomb explosion, a one-dimensional graph enables an easier
quantitative comparison of the observed features. In Fig. 4 [panels
(a) and (b)], we show the total KER spectra. The KER is the sum of
the kinetic energy of the two ions. Panel (a) depicts the measured
distributions, panel (b) the results from our simulations.

Inspecting the theoretical results, the KER spectrum of the
dimer has a main peak at 9 eV, which corresponds to the energy
of two ions placed at the shortest distance accessible to a He2

+*
pair. The intensity of the KER spectra is lower at smaller KERs.
The He3 to He7 KER spectra also exhibit a peak at 9 eV and a
second one around 5 eV, which is not seen in the dimer case.
Furthermore, for He5 to He7, a shoulder widens this second
peak to energies as low as 1 eV. The intensity of the peak at 5 eV
and its shoulder increase with the number of atoms, whereas
the relative intensity of the peak at 9 eV decreases. As our
theoretical approach enables an unequivocal separation of the
simulated trajectories by the number of charge-transfer pro-
cesses, we show the different contributions to the KER spectra
in panel (c) of Fig. 4 (as an example, for He7). As shown above,
the peak around 9 eV corresponds to trajectories with no charge
transfer, the peak around 5 eV to trajectories with one charge
transfer, and the wide feature around 2 eV to trajectories with
two charge-transfer processes.

The comparison of the spectra, shown in Fig. 4(b), for the
different clusters shows that the shape of the distributions
switches over between He3 and He4. This change reflects
the complex geometry of these extremely floppy clusters.42

However, it is difficult to attribute the change to specific
geometrical properties. One could speculate that He2 and He3

are quantum (halo) systems,36,42,43 while clusters of He4 and
larger tend towards more classical systems.

Table 2 Percentage of trajectories undergoing 0, 1, or 2 charge transfers
(only charge transfers from the two initial ions are counted). N is the
number of atoms in the cluster

N 2 3 4 5 6 7

No charge transfer 1.00 0.69 0.45 0.25 0.17 0.11
One charge transfer 0.00 0.31 0.51 0.63 0.64 0.62
Two charge transfers 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.12 0.19 0.27
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In some cases, a coincident detection of ions is experi-
mentally not feasible. A simpler measurement would consist
of measuring the kinetic energy of the ions individually.
Accordingly, we show for comparison in Fig. 5 such single-ion
energy spectra. Panel (a) depicts the measured spectra for
clusters of a size of 3–5 atoms and clusters of a size of 6–9 atoms.
In panel (b), the ion-energy spectra for He2 to He7 clusters are
shown, as obtained from our theoretical modeling. For He2, the
spectrum is constituted of one peak around 4.5 eV, which is half
the energy of the main peak in the KER spectrum. For larger
clusters, the spectra extend to higher kinetic energies (i.e., the ions
may have kinetic energy up to 6 eV). This is in line with the
observation in the coincidence spectra that charge-transfer pro-
cesses induce an asymmetrical repartition of the energy, enabling
one ion to get more than half of the available Coulomb energy in

order to meet momentum conservation. The slow ions can be
detected as an intense peak around 0 eV. This peak gets slightly
wider for the larger clusters. The decomposition of these spectra
according to the number of charge transfers shows that the ions
faster than 5 eV indeed come from trajectories with one single
charge transfer. These fast ions are accompanied by a very slow
ion, which has almost no kinetic energy. However, when the two
charges get transferred, there is no fast ion that can take most of
the energy available by the Coulomb repulsion. Therefore, the two
ions receive 1–2 eV kinetic energy. Ions with similar energies have
already been detected experimentally in nanodroplets by Shcher-
binin et al.13 Our results hint that they might come from Coulomb
explosion starting inside the droplet, where both ions can transfer
their charges. This should be compared with ICD triggered at the

Fig. 4 Panel (a): measured KER spectra obtained for a mean cluster size
of 3–5 atoms and 6–9 atoms. Panel (b): calculated KER spectra for He2 to
He7. Panel (c): calculated He7 KER spectra decomposed according to the
number of charge-transfer processes occurring in the Coulomb explosion.

Fig. 5 Panel (a): measured single-ion energy for clusters with 3–5 atoms
and 6–9 atoms. Panel (b): calculated single-ion kinetic-energy spectra for
He2 to He7. Panel (c): calculated He7 spectra decomposed according to
the number of charge transfers.
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surface of the droplet, where only one ion may go through the
cluster and transfer its charge, resulting in one fast ion and one
slow ion. The slow ion might not be easily distinguished from the
background noise created by the ionization of isolated atoms, but
the signature of the fast ion is a shoulder at around 6 eV in the
spectra. Such a shoulder can be seen in the spectra of the helium
nanodroplets reported in ref. 13.

Our findings suggest that it should be possible to experi-
mentally ‘‘count’’ the number of charge transfers even without a
coincidence apparatus. For example, ions with a kinetic energy of
more than 5 eV mainly result from trajectories with one charge
transfer, while ions with a kinetic energy around 1 eV mainly
come from trajectories with two charge transfers. Furthermore, as
shown in Table 2, the number of charge-transfer processes
depends strongly on the size of the clusters. As an example, we
have integrated the ion kinetic-energy spectra (shown in Fig. 5)
between 3 eV and 5 eV and from 5 eV onward. We report in
Table 3 the ratio I between the two areas as a function of the
cluster size. As seen in the table, this ratio depends strongly on N,
providing a simple way to measure the cluster size.

V. Conclusion

We have described theoretically the dynamics of the ICD
process and the subsequent Coulomb explosion in small
helium clusters and compared the results of this modeling to
two measurements on He clusters of different mean sizes. Our
detailed study confirms that the ICD lifetime and thus the
radiative decay branching ratio strongly depend on the cluster
size. Furthermore, the dynamics of the cluster after the excita-
tion step and during the Coulomb explosion, which follows
the IC-decay, is surprisingly rich. For example, charge-transfer
processes in He3 to He7 play a vital role in the Coulomb
explosion and considerably change the kinetic-energy distribu-
tion of the resulting ions (as compared to the dimer case). The
probability of charge transfer is directly linked to the number of
atoms in the cluster, and with increasing cluster size even the
probability of more than one charge-transfer process becomes
non-negligible. Fingerprints of the different charge-transfer
processes are present in the calculated and measured kinetic-
energy spectra. For (much) larger clusters, the probability for
charge transfer may still depend on the cluster size, since
charge-transfer processes are expected to take place mainly in
the bulk of the clusters and only weakly at the surface.
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